AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILL 1783
(Third Reading File Bill)

AMENDMENT NO. 1
On page 1, in line 22, after the semicolon insert “requiring each county board to install metal detectors in the entrances of certain schools; requiring each individual, when entering a school, to be scanned by a metal detector and prohibiting an individual from avoiding being scanned; requiring each county board to apply to the Interagency Commission for funding from a certain fund;”.

On page 5, in line 38, after “4–134,” insert “4–135.”.

AMENDMENT NO. 2
On page 12, after line 25, insert:

“4–135.

(A) EACH COUNTY BOARD SHALL INSTALL METAL DETECTORS IN THE ENTRANCES OF EACH ELEMENTARY, MIDDLE, AND HIGH SCHOOL.

(B) EACH INDIVIDUAL, WHEN ENTERING A SCHOOL, SHALL BE SCANNED BY A METAL DETECTOR INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS SECTION AND MAY NOT AVOID BEING SCANNED.

(C) (1) EACH COUNTY BOARD SHALL APPLY TO THE INTERAGENCY COMMISSION ON SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION FOR FUNDING FROM THE SCHOOL SAFETY GRANT PROGRAM ESTABLISHED UNDER § 5–317 OF THIS ARTICLE IN ORDER TO CARRY OUT THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS SECTION.
(2) NOTWITHSTANDING PARAGRAPH (1) OF THIS SUBSECTION, A COUNTY BOARD SHALL INSTALL METAL DETECTORS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS SECTION WHETHER OR NOT A GRANT IS RECEIVED FROM THE INTERAGENCY COMMISSION ON SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION.”.

On page 38, in line 11, strike “AND”; and in line 13, after “PURPOSES” insert “; AND

(IV) INSTALLING METAL DETECTORS IN ACCORDANCE WITH § 4–135 OF THIS ARTICLE”.